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November 1 - “The Story of Samhain” - Rev. John Biedler

Come celebrate All Saints Day with us. From the eighth century on, the Catholic Church 
decided to designate November 1st in honor of every saint, a very smart move because the 
local pagans (meaning the people living in the country) were already celebrating that day 
anyway. Therefore it made sense back then to use it as a church holiday. The pagans called 
it Samhain (pronounced "sow-en") and religious scholars are divided on whether this 
Gaelic celebration meant the end or beginning of summer. After all, when summer is end-
ing here on earth, it’s just beginning in the Underworld. But how did we get Halloween?

November 8 - “The Gift of Silence” - Reverend Peter Morales

Heather Stoa will share the words of UUA President Peter Morales in this service on si-
lence. Silence is defined as the absence of sound or in social interactions as the absence of 
speech. Silence can be cold and icy, or serene and spiritual. Today’s message will explore 
the silence we can give to each other as a gift.

November 15 – South Africa After Apartheid - Rev. John Biedler

Having lived in Africa as a teenager in the city of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, I’m fascinated 
with South Africa as it approaches the middle of its second decade of democracy. What has 
happened to the much heralded Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC)? Has it 
worked; has it healed a divided nation? Reports are that the country continues to grapple 
with the legacy of its apartheid past on many fronts, economic, social, and political. But 
just as an entire country must ‘deal with its past,’ so too must you and I. Today’s topic is 
about making peace with your past.

November 22 – Lincoln’s Thanksgiving - Rev. John Biedler

The year, 1863; the date, October 3; from Washington, D.C., President Abraham Lincoln 
issued a proclamation: “The year that is drawing towards its close, has been filled with the 
blessings of fruitful fields and healthful skies. To these bounties, which are so constantly 
enjoyed that we are prone to forget the source from which they come, others have been 
added, which are of so extraordinary a nature, that they cannot fail to penetrate and soften 
even the heart which is habitually insensible to the ever watchful providence of Almighty 
God.” Today we celebrate with Lincoln those bounties that have been added.

November 29—“Hindu Basics” - Rahul Sinha

Hinduism is the oldest religion in the world and the third largest religion. Unlike Christian-
ity, Judaism, and Islam, Hinduism tends to be more private than public. Many Hindus 
practice religious rituals daily at home in front of a family shrine. Rahul Sinha, a native of 
India and a RN at Decatur Memorial Hospital, will present a brief history of Hinduism and 
an overview of the various types of Hinduism. He will discuss Hindu deity, beliefs, rituals, 
and festivals, and he will share the traditions his family observes. The service will include 
traditional Hindu music and meditations from Hindu scriptures.

Upcoming Services
All Sunday services begin at 10:15 AM.  

There is religious education for children and child care for babies.
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Rev. Biedler’s Hours

Regular office hours for Rev. Biedler are at the Fellowship 
every Tuesday and Thursday evening from 4:30 – 6:30 
p.m. John is available at other times by appointment and 
certainly welcomes your calls. You may reach him either 
by calling his cell phone at (217) 972-2184 or by leaving a 
message at the church office at (217) 875-5442.

Religious Education Classes

Sunday the 1st 

Sunday the 8th  

Sunday the 15th

Sunday the 22nd

“Caring & Sharing” at the UUFD by Rita Schwake

Jane Brooks has graciously accepted the responsibility of coordinating "Caring & Sharing" for us. If you , or 
anyone you know, has a health problem or other issue which would call for some help, support or well wishes 
from the congregation, please pass the information along to Jane. She will be happy to notify John and/or the 
rest of the Fellowship as is appropriate.

Also, if there is someone you haven't seen or heard from in a while and are concerned about, please contact 
them or contact Jane to make sure they do not need any Moral or physical support from us.

Rita Schwake, Hospitality Chair

Check out the Old Book Barn for Deals on Books by Darwin Shroyer

The UUFD has $227.50 in our account at the Old Book Barn. How can you take advantage of our account at 
126 S. State Route 51 in Forsyth, IL 62535? When you present your items for purchase at the register, simply 
mention to the cashier that you are a member of the UU. For this comment, 50% of the purchase price will be 
taken from the UU account so that you will only be responsible for the other 50% of the cost. Does this always 
work? Well, not every time; this discount does not include “specialty books.” What constitutes “specialty 
books?” Those are defined as dated historical, new, or perhaps some other unique text. Fortunately for us, most 
books do NOT fall into this category so you should have no problem using the UU discount. Questions? Call 
Darwin at 429.7776 or 433.3855.

Books Bites And Botanicals The Best Ever by Vern Thistlethwaite

Thanks to the help of so many workers, doners and cleaners not to mention the outstanding leadership of Judy 
Thistlethwaite, Marge Evans, Rita Schwake and Eric Devore the Oct. 10 BOOKS, BITES AND BOTANICALS 
was a smashing success. We will have taken in almost $2000 by the time payment for books and plants is com-
plete. We did good!

“Path to Membership”-- Introductory Class for Potential and Current Members
The Membership Committee and Rev. Biedler will be conducting an evening class on Wednesday, Nov. 18th, 
7-9 p.m. at the Fellowship asking: What does it mean to be a member of this congregation? What statement is it 
making? If already a member or considering becoming one, you will enjoy this class. It is true in Unitarian Uni-
versalists circles that in order to create a congregation, no higher authority than the people themselves need be 
called upon. This is what starts a UU congregation and it’s what keeps it growing–people who have the convic-
tion that a religious community shall exist. Thus, becoming a member is at the heart of our Unitarian Universal-
ist congregational life. Without active members, there is no life to a congregation. Membership then becomes a 
dynamic process rather than a single act; it marks the beginning of the membership journey rather than its end. 
In this introductory class, we will discuss the who, what, why and how of what it means to be member of the 
UU Fellowship of Decatur. You’ll find a place to sign up for the class on the foyer table. Everyone is welcome.



November 2009 Calendar of Events
All activities take place at the Fellowship, unless 

otherwise noted. 

Visitors are always welcome!

Tuesday, November 3rd

 7:00 p.m. — Eckhart Tolle Discussion 
Group

Wednesday,  November 4th

 10:00 a.m. — Wednesday Morning Cove-
nant Group

 7:00 p.m. — Humanism  

Tuesday, November 10th

 7:00 p.m. — decREAD Group

Wednesday, November 11th

 6:00 p.m. — Women’s book club 

 7:00 p.m. — The Spiritual Journey Covenant 
Group 

Tuesday, November 17th

 7:00 p.m. — Eckhart Tolle Discussion 
Group

Wednesday, November 18th

 10:00 a.m.—Wednesday Morn Covenant 
Group

Tuesday, November 24th

 7:00 p.m. — decREAD Group

Wednesday, November 25th

 7:00 p.m. — The Spiritual Journey Covenant 
Group

 6:30 p.m. — Attachment Parenting Group 

Group discussion topics:

Eckhart Tolle Discussion Group—The Eckhart Tolle Discus-
sion Group meets the first and third Tuesdays of each month 
at 7 pm in the Fellowship sanctuary. The discussion group 
seeks to explore the teachings and spiritual philosophy of 
Eckhart Tolle, a contemporary mystic, through discussions, 
audio-visual presentations, and silent meditations.  Presently 
we are viewing and discussing a spiritual retreat with Eck-
hart Tolle filmed in Copenhagen, Denmark in 2004 and enti-
tled "The Art of Presence."  All are welcome and no prior 
knowledge of Tolle's teachings is required.  Contact Mel 
Weinstein (763-0509) for additional information.

The decREAD Group—The decREAD Group will meet on 
Tuesdays, November 10 and November 24 at 7:00 p.m. at 
UUFD. All are welcome. We are reading "The Varieties of 
Religious Experience" by William James.

The Christian Practices Covenant Group—The Christian 
Practices Covenant Group will be reading “Jesus for the 
Non Religious” by Episcopal Bishop John Spong. Contact 
Joan Brown or Reverend Biedler if interested – guests are 
always welcome.

The Wednesday Morning Covenant Group—The Wednes-
day Morning Covenant Group meets the first and third 
Wednesdays of the month, which will be November 4th and 
18th, from 10 a.m. to noon. Come discover the magic and 
power of these small gatherings of members and friends of 
UUFD. This group is reading the book “Living Buddha, 
Living Christ” by Vietnamese monk Thich Nhat Hanh. 
Guests welcome.

Humanist Group—The Humanist group meets the first 
Wednesday of each month. All meetings begin at the Uni-
tarian Universalist Fellowship of Decatur at 7:00 p.m.

Women’s Book Club—The group is reading No Ordinary 
Time: Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt: The Home Front in 
World War II by Doris Kearns Goodwin. Members will 
meet at the home of Heather Stoa for a potluck and discus-
sion.

Spiritual Journey Covenant Group—The Spiritual Journey 
Covenant Group meets the 2nd and 4th Wednesdays of each 
month at UUFD from 7:00-8:30. For further information 
contact Ron Shafer at ronaldshafer52@yahho.com or 865-
2527.
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As I look forward to the class “Path to Membership” on November 18th, I thought you might like to see how you 
compare to others regarding the length of time it took you to join the congregation. The following survey of UUs is 
from a paper entitled The Membership Journey found at uua.org/. Do you remember how long it took you to join?

 26 percent took one to three months of attending to decide.

 36 percent took three to twelve months to decide.

 12 percent took a year to decide.

 18 percent took more than a year to decide.

 4 percent have not joined.

I was one of the 18 percenters…it took me six long years from the time I began attending Hope Unitarian Church in 
Tulsa, OK, to finally becoming a member. I think it took me so long because I was wary of churches in general. I had 
been so steeped in the very fundamentalist Worldwide Church of God, first as a member and later as a minister, that 
when I left it I was both skeptical and dismissive of all organized religion.

But as one person said to me back then (this goes back to 1981), “You have little to fear here… Unitarian Universal-
ism is the most disorganized ‘organized’ religion you’ll ever find.” And though I’ve not really found that to be true, 
we are pretty organized, I did find Unitarian Universalism to be a way of being religious without organized doctrines, 
dogmas and creeds. Here you are free to pursue your own conscience-driven, thought-driven path. We just encourage 
you to take it seriously…we call it “responsibly.”

The paper I referred to above at uua.org went on to observe that those who enter our UU doors as seekers are looking 
for particular experiences, such as:

 Stability.

 A place that feels like “home.”

 A place to be personally recognized and welcomed.

We all know feeling comfortable is not something that happens right away. And of course feeling comfortable and at 
“home” can mean very different things to different people.

When survey participants were asked how long it took them to feel at home in their UU congregation, they found:

 42 percent said “immediately!”

 10 percent said “within one month.”

 6 percent said “within three months.”

 5 percent said “within six months.”

 9 percent said “within a year.”

 10 percent said “when I joined.

All of this points to the diversity of responses people will have when they begin attending our services. Being aware 
of this can help all of us greet people and welcome them on their own terms. That’s what I hope to accomplish in this 
class “Path to Membership.” Hope you’ll join us on the journey!

In faithful service,

John

Letters from John... 
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Here are two opportunities to be part of the Sunday service in a more active role, but without a huge commitment of 
time on your part. For one of the days Reverend Biedler is in the pulpit, 1) Do the children's lesson and/or 2) Light 
and extinguish the chalice.

For the children's lesson, most of us recently have simply read them a story. The children's librarians at the Decatur 
Public Library are wonderful. Tell them what topic you want to use, and within a few minutes they will put one or 
two or three books into your hands. It is good to choose a topic in keeping with the sermon of the day, but not abso-
lutely necessary. If you have in mind an activity you would like to do instead, great! John has a book of suggested 
activities for this purpose that he is willing to loan. For words to accompany the chalice lighting, there are several 
good sources: 1) write your own, 2) choose from the UU hymnal, 3) use a delightful supplement to the hymnal called 
Rejoice Together, of which I have a copy, 4) visit a wonderful UU website called Worship Web. 5) Also, a source 
that UUFD has recently subscribed to, is called Church on Loan. They make prepared worship services available to 
us. 6) Any other source that you like and deem appropriate.

Expanding the role of the laity in our Sunday worship service is in keeping with the important concept of shared min-
istry. Ministry is not just something that the minister does, but something we all share in, with and for each other. 
Besides that, it deepens our sense of involvement, and it's fun! I personally have found doing the chalice lighting very 
inspiring as I meditate on the meaning of it all.

To sign up for either or both of these opportunities or if you have questions, contact Joan Brown at 877-0880 or Joan-
merci@aol.com

Two Great Opportunities by Joan Brown
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“The How of Happiness” Workshop series with Rev. John Biedler

“The How of Happiness” Workshop series with Rev. John Biedler, began in September and continues on the Sunday 
afternoons of Nov. 1, 15 and 22, from 2 – 4 p.m. at the Fellowship. If you miss a session, each is a stand-alone 
workshop covering two or three of the twelve suggested ideas from the book by Dr. Sonja Lyubomirsky. This is an 
activity-based class with the purpose of living a satisfying and happier life. Guest are welcome to drop in. Get the 
word out, invite lots of people you know.

☺☻☺☻☺☻☺☻☺☻☺☻☺☻☺☻☺☻☺☻☺☻☺☻☺☻☺

Champaign-Urbana’s award-winning chorus Amasong will present a free concert at the First Presbyterian Church of 
Decatur, 203 W. Prairie Avenue, on Sunday Nov. 15th at 3 p.m.

Amasong will be singing selections of the elements “Fire, Air, Earth, Water.” The free concert is being sponsored by 
the Gay and Lesbian Association of Decatur (GLAD) along with the Acorn Equality Fund, Decatur Area Artist 
Against AIDS, and the Decatur Area Arts Council.

Amasong was founded in 1990. In 1999 the chorus won a GLAMA award as Best Choral Group in the country. Over 
the last decade, the group has released three critically acclaimed CD’s. Their music will be on sale at the GLAD con-
cert.

GLAD, founded in 1993, is a social group that promotes LGBT and ally fellowship. The group holds socials the sec-
ond Saturday of each month.

Donations will be accepted to help offset the concert’s costs.

More information about GLAD? www.gladdecatur.com More information about Amasong? www.amasong.org

Free Amasong Concert in Decatur November 15th



From the President...
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Greetings,

One in six people throughout the world does not have adequate food to maintain healthy, active lives. Every six sec-
onds a child dies from hunger. Each day 25,000 people die from hunger and related causes. Last month on “World 
Food Day” the United Nations’ World Food Programme noted that the flow of food aid is at its lowest level in 
twenty years, while the number of hungry people is growing from the combined effects of high food prices, the 
global financial crisis and increasingly severe weather patterns.

While we tend to think of hunger as a problem other countries have, the U.S. is not immune to hunger and the prob-
lems associated with it. Hunger and Food Insecurity in the United States mean that people lack the ability to obtain 
sufficient food for their household. Some people may find themselves skipping meals or cutting back on the quality 
or quantity of food they purchase. Over time, this recurring and involuntary lack of access to food can lead to malnu-
trition problems, including obesity. The Department of Agriculture statistics show 9.5% of the U.S. population is 
Food Insecure. In Decatur, more than 11% of our population is Food Insecure. Minority households experience Food 
Insecurity at higher rates.

Recent food drives in Decatur have highlighted the local need for assistance. Throughout the month of November, 
UUFD will be holding a food drive for canned goods and non-perishable items for the Northeast Community Fund. 
A wicker basket is in the foyer for donations of canned meat, pasta, vegetables, fruits, soups, peanut butter, cereals 
and macaroni. (Please make sure that the donated items have not expired.) Checks are also welcomed by the North-
east Community Fund.

The next time you are preparing a meal, think about cooking it for less than $1. More than a billion people do this 
every day; and every night, one billion people go to bed hungry.

In Service,

Heather Stoa

Many thanks to General Chair Judy Thistlethwaite, Books Chair Vern Thistlethwaite, Plants Chair Marge Evans, and 
Foods Chair Rita Schwake for organizing and coordinating the efforts for the Fourth Annual Books, Bites and Bo-
tanicals. More than 40 volunteers helped with preparations for the sale and on the day of the sale. Thanks to all who 
donated and sorted books, to those who potted and cared for the plants, to the many who baked delicious goodies, 
and to those who cleaned up after the sale. BB&B raised over $1900 for the Fellowship!

Books not sold were taken to the Old Book Barn in Forsyth. UUFD has credit at the Book Barn, and members and 
friends are encouraged to use this credit when buying books. Simply mention that you are from UUFD, and you will 
receive 50% off your book purchases.

Thanks to Everyone for Making Books, Bites and Botanicals a Success!

Dress casually on Sunday, November 8th and join us after the service as we clear away the cobwebs and dust bunnies 
from the corners of the building. Cleaning supplies, ladders, a “To Do” list and a little elbow grease will be all that is 
needed to spiff up our building before winter arrives. If the weather cooperates, we will tackle windows and yard 
chores as well. Sandwiches and drinks will be provided for all who help.

Fall Clean-Up November 8th

The Attachment Parenting Group of Decatur meets the last Wednesday of every month at 6:30 p.m. at UUFD, with a 
different topic each month. The group is open to all who are interested in this nurturing style of parenting. For more 
information or to be added to the email group, please contact Liz Richards at lizrichards79@gmail.com or 972-5535.

Attachment Parenting Group of Decatur



Church on Loan
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Have you had a chance to browse through the resources available to us through our subscription to Church on Loan?

Our membership provides us with a wealth of resources including:

 Music – information on the UU hymnal, links to other music resources, and mp3 files of songs

 Church of the Larger Fellowship Library – books, video tapes, audio tapes, CD's, and “Month of Sundays” 
collections of worship materials that may be ordered and used for six weeks. (If you would like to check out spe-
cific materials, please contact Heather Stoa, and she will place the order for you.)

 Religious Education Curriculum –

1.uu&me!, a magazine for kids 6-12 about what really matters

2.Between Sundays, a Web site designed to help parents and other adults answer religious questions raised by 
children and youth.

3.New Connections, a source for information, ideas, and inspiration for adults doing religious education with 
children and youth.

4.RE Express, tools to create a complete RE program for a small group

 Overview of Unitarian Universalism – Of special interest to individuals considering becoming a Unitarian Uni-
versalist is a free ongoing on-line class titled, Welcome In: An Introduction to Unitarian Universalism and the 
Church of the Larger Fellowship. This on-line class is intended for people who would like to learn more about 
Unitarian Universalism, the CLF, and how their own spiritual journey might connect with our organization and 
faith tradition. Go to: http://clf.uua.org/class/index.html for more information about how to register. Other online 
courses are available at the CLF Learning Center. Try this link: http://www.uurgl.com/learn/

To access Church on Loan, follow these instructions:

go to http://www.clfuu.org

click on For Small Congregations

click again on Church on Loan

one last click on Online Resources: Login

the user id is: churchonline (notice that this is “line” not “loan”)

the password is: resources

For the latest information about the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Decatur, visit our Web site at 
www.uufd.org. The Members section can be accessed by members and friends of UUFD, by typing in your first and 
last name with no spaces in the username box. If this is the first time, you have accessed the site, click on “Forgot 
password” and one will be e-mailed to you. Once you have a password, you will be able to verify your personal in-
formation and change your password to one of your own choosing. You will be able to see Board Meeting Minutes, 
Committee Reports, the Membership Directory, the Constitution, the Organizational Manual, the Trust agreement, 
and Financial Reports.

The official calendar for UUFD appears on the Web site. Check it out for details of upcoming events at the Fellow-
ship or to schedule a meeting or get together with others.

If you have difficulty accessing the Members section, please contact Heather Stoa for assistance.

UUFD.org



Dairy Products and Maintaining Good Health
Submitted by the UUFD Green Sanctuary Committee

As the darker winter months come upon us, many assume that dairy will up their calcium and vitamin D 
levels, despite scientific evidence that questions its health benefits and indicates their potential health risks. 
One can obtain vitamin D in much safer ways. The best source of vitamin D is sunlight, but it can also be 
found in cod liver oil, fortified cereals, grains, bread, orange juice, and soy/ rice milk as well as multiple 
vitamins/ minerals. Interestingly, skin cancers have increased due to the use of sun block that keeps out 
these beneficial rays that provide us with much needed Vitamin D to prevent them!

Dairy is said to contain much calcium to build strong bones in children and to prevent osteoporosis in the 
elderly. But research has proven that dairy really has little or no benefit for bones. A 2005 review published 
in Pediatrics showed that dairy consumption does not improve bone integrity in children. Yes, calcium is 
important for bone health, but studies consistently prove that ingesting more than the recommended 600 
mg per day, amounts that are easily achieved without eating dairy or calcium supplements, does not im-
prove bone integrity. In fact, eating acidic dairy and animal protein may even bring on osteoporosis! Die-
tary protein causes the blood to become acidic, so in order to neutralize this acid, the body uses its largest 
source of calcium it can find: in the skeletal system. The calcium in bones is the perfect neutralizer to the 
acids in protein! Osteoporosis is reaching epidemic proportions in the United States--each year thousands 
of people die needlessly due to problems or complications related to Osteoporosis.

Interestingly, in studies of children and adults, exercise has been found to have the most effect on bone 
density. Plus, one can decrease their risk of osteoporosis by reducing sodium and animal protein intake, 
increasing intake of fruits and vegetables, weight training, and ensuring adequate calcium intake from plant 
foods such as kale, legumes, broccoli, and other leafy green vegetables. It’s also good to know that calcium 
fortified foods often provide more concentrated calcium than is really necessary.

All dairy products contribute significant amounts of cholesterol and saturated fat to the diet. Diets high in 
saturated fat can however, increase the risk of heart disease, among other serious health issues. A low-fat 
vegetarian diet that eliminates dairy, in combination with exercise, stress management, and not smoking 
can not only prevent heart disease, but may also reverse it.

Several cancers, such as prostate, ovarian and breast, have also been linked to the consumption of dairy 
products, due to increases in the insulin-like growth factor (IGF-I) found in cow’s milk and has been shown 
to occur in increased levels in the blood of individuals consuming dairy products on a regular basis. Dairy 
contains contaminants such as pesticides, antibiotics, rBGH or recombinant bovine growth hormones and 
drugs, along with the hormones and growth factors naturally found in a cow’s system. These toxins do not 
easily leave the body and can eventually build to harmful levels that affect the immune and reproductive 
and nervous systems.

The Innovation Center for U.S. Dairy is one of several studies that will be measuring the entire carbon 
footprint of fluid milk thru Jan 30th - from the farm to the glass to try and decrease total emissions. Any 
calculation of the carbon footprint of a gallon of milk needs to include fuel used by tractors and trucks, as 
well as electricity consumed by milking machines and refrigerators.

Cow’s milk, by nature’s design, is ideal for turning a 200 pound calf into a half-ton cow or bull. However, 
clearly, studies have shown that dairy consumption really does NOT do a human--nor our mother earth--
much good. Perhaps the Vegans among us are on to something?!?
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In a nurturing environment of openness, mutual 
respect, and friendship, the Unitarian Universalist 
Fellowship of Decatur is a welcoming, diverse 
congregation. We share values and seek to cele-
brate life and support one another in our inward 
and outward searches for spiritual meaning, pro-
vide a liberal religious presence, and strive for 
compassion and justice in our community and 
our world.
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